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HIGHER ORDER VARIATIONAL INTEGRATORS:
A POLYNOMIAL APPROACH
CÉDRIC M. CAMPOS
Abstract. We reconsider the variational derivation of symplectic partitioned
Runge-Kutta schemes. Such type of variational integrators are of great impor-
tance since they integrate mechanical systems with high order accuracy while
preserving the structural properties of these systems, like the symplectic form,
the evolution of the momentum maps or the energy behaviour. Also they are
easily applicable to optimal control problems based on mechanical systems as
proposed in Ober-Blöbaum et al. [2011].
Following the same approach, we develop a family of variational integrators to
which we refer as symplectic Galerkin schemes in contrast to symplectic parti-
tioned Runge-Kutta. These two families of integrators are, in principle and by
construction, different one from the other. Furthermore, the symplectic Galerkin
family can as easily be applied in optimal control problems, for which Campos et al.
[2012b] is a particular case.
1. Introduction
In recent years, much effort in designing numerical methods for the time inte-
gration of (ordinary) differential equations has been put into schemes which are
structure preserving in the sense that important qualitative features of the orig-
inal dynamics are preserved in its time discretization, cf. the recent monograph
Hairer et al. [2010]. A particularly elegant way to, e.g. derive symplectic integra-
tors, is by discretizing Hamilton’s principle as suggested by Suris [1990], Veselov
[1988], see also Marsden and West [2001], Sanz-Serna and Calvo [1994].
However most part of the theory and examples rely on second order schemes,
hence some effort must still be put into the development of accurate higher or-
der schemes that, in long term simulations, can drastically reduce the overall
computational cost. A clear example are the so called symplectic partitioned
Runge-Kutta methods that integrate mechanical systems driven by a Lagrangian
L : (q, q˙) ∈ Rn × Rn 7→ L(q, q˙) ∈ R and, possibly, by a force f : (q, q˙) ∈ Rn × Rn 7→
p = f(q, q˙) ∈ Rn. A detailed study of such methods can be found in Hairer et al.
[2010].
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A partitioned Runge-Kutta method is an s-stage integrator (q0, p0) 7→ (q1, p1)
given by the equations
q1 =q0 + h
s∑
j=1
bjQ˙j , p1 =p0 + h
s∑
j=1
b¯jP˙j ,(1a)
Qi =q0 + h
s∑
j=1
aijQ˙j , Pi =p0 + h
s∑
j=1
a¯ijP˙j ,(1b)
Pi =
∂L
∂q˙
(Qi, Q˙i) , P˙i =
∂L
∂q˙
(Qi, Q˙i) + f(Qi, Q˙i) ,(1c)
where (bj, aij) and (b¯j, a¯ij) are two different Runge-Kutta methods associated to
collocation points 0 ≤ c1 < . . . < cs ≤ 1 and time step h > 0.
It is shown that the previous integrator is symplectic whenever the two sets of
coefficients satisfy the relations
bia¯ij + b¯jaji = bib¯j ,(2a)
bi = b¯i .(2b)
In fact, it can be derived as a geometric variational integrator, see Marsden and West
[2001], Suris [1990].
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 is a short introduction to Dis-
crete Mechanics and Section 3 describes the variational derivation of higher order
schemes using polynomial collocation. Finally we briefly enumerate the relations
and differences between symplectic partitioned Runge-Kutta schemes and symplec-
tic Galerkin ones in Section 4 and conclude by outlining future research directions
in Section 5.
2. Discrete Mechanics and Variational Integrators
One of the main subjects of Geometric Mechanics is the study of dynamical
systems governed by a Lagrangian. Typically they consider mechanical systems
with configuration manifold Q together with a Lagrangian function L : TQ → R,
where the associated state space TQ describes the position and velocity of a particle
moving in the system. Usually, the Lagrangian takes the form of kinetic minus
potential energy, L(q, q˙) = K(q, q˙)−V (q) = 1
2
q˙T ·M(q) · q˙−V (q), for some (positive
definite) mass matrix M(q).
A consequence of the principle of least action, also known as Hamilton’s principle,
establishes that the natural motions q : [0, T ] → Q of the system are characterized
by the celebrated Euler-Lagrange equation (refer to Abraham and Marsden [1978]),
(3)
∂L
∂q
−
d
dt
∂L
∂q˙
= 0 .
When the Lagrangian is regular, that is when the velocity Hessian matrix ∂2L/∂q˙2
is non-degenerate, the Lagrangian induces a well defined map, the Lagrangian flow,
F tL : TQ → TQ by FL(q0, q˙0) := (q(t), q˙(t)), where q ∈ C
2([0, T ], Q) is the unique
solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (3) with initial condition (q0, q˙0) ∈ TQ.
By means of the Legendre transform legL : (q, q˙) ∈ TQ 7→ (q, p =
∂L
∂q˙
|(q,q˙)) ∈ T
∗Q,
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where T ∗Q is the phase space of positions plus momenta, one may transform the La-
grangian flow into the Hamiltonian flow F tH : T
∗Q→ T ∗Q defined by F tH(q0, p0) :=
legL(q(t), q˙(t)).
Moreover, different preservation laws are present in these systems. For instance
the Hamiltonian flow preserves the natural symplectic structure of T ∗Q and the
total energy of the system. Also, if the Lagrangian possess Lie group symmetries,
then Noether’s theorem asserts that some quantities are conserved, like for instance
the linear momentum and/or the angular momentum.
Discrete Mechanics is, roughly speaking, a discretization of Geometric Mechan-
ics theory. As a result, one obtains a set of discrete equations equivalent to the
Euler-Lagrange equation (3) above but, instead of a direct discretization of the
ODE, the latter are derived from a discretization of the base objects of the the-
ory, the state space TQ, the Lagrangian L, etc. In fact, one seeks for a sequence
{(t0, q0), (t1, q1), . . . , (tn, qn)} that approximates the actual trajectory q(t) of the
system (qk ≈ q(tk)), for a constant time-step h = tk+1 − tk > 0.
A variational integrator is an iterative rule that outputs this sequence and it is
derived in an analogous manner to the continuous framework. Given a discrete
Lagrangian Ld : Q × Q → R, which is in principle thought to approximate the
continuous Lagrangian action over a short time
Ld(qk, qk+1) ≈
∫ tk+1
tk
L(q(t), q˙(t))dt ,
one applies a variational principle to derive the well-known discrete Euler-Lagrange
(DEL) equation,
(4) D1Ld(qk, qk+1) +D2Ld(qk−1, qk) = 0 ,
where Di stands for the partial derivative with respect to the i-th component. The
equation defines an integration rule of the type (qk−1, qk) 7→ (qk, qk+1), however if
we define the pre- and post-momenta
(5) p−k := −D1Ld(qk, qk+1) and p
+
k := D2Ld(qk−1, qk) ,
the Euler-Lagrange equation (3) is read as the momentum matching p−k = p
+
k =: pk
and defines an integration rule of the type (qk, pk) 7→ (qk+1, pk+1).
The nice part of the story is that the integrators derived in this way naturally pre-
serve (or nearly preserve) the quantities that are preserved in the continuous frame-
work, the symplectic form, the total energy and, in presence of symmetries, the
linear and/or angular momentum (for more details, see Marsden and West [2001]).
Furthermore, other aspects of the continuous theory can be “easily” adapted, sym-
metry reduction Campos et al. [2012a], Colombo et al. [2012], Iglesias et al. [2008],
constraints Johnson and Murphey [2009], Kobilarov et al. [2010], control forces Campos et al.
[2012b], Ober-Blöbaum et al. [2011], etc.
3. Higher Order Variational Integrators
Higher order variational integrators for time dependent or independent systems
(HOVIt) are a class of integrators that, by using a multi-stage approach, aim at a
higher order accuracy on the computation of the natural trajectories of a mechani-
cal system while preserving some intrinsic properties of such systems. In particular,
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symplectic-partitioned Runge-Kutta methods (spRK) and, what we call here, sym-
plectic Galerkin methods (sG) are s-stage variational integrators of order up to
2s.
The derivation of these methods follows a general scheme. For a fixed time step
h, one considers a series of points qk, refereed as macro-nodes. Between each couple
of macro-nodes (qk, qk+1), one also considers a set of micro-data, the s stages: For
the particular cases of sG and spRK methods, micro-nodes Q1, . . . , Qs and micro-
velocities Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s, respectively. Both macro-nodes and micro-data (micro-nodes
or micro-velocities) are required to satisfy a variational principle, giving rise to a
set of equations, which properly combined, define the final integrator.
In what follows, we will use the following notation: Let 0 ≤ c1 < . . . < cs ≤ 1
denote a set of collocation times and consider the associated Lagrange polynomials
and nodal weights, that is,
lj(t) :=
∏
i 6=j
t− ci
cj − ci
and bj :=
∫ 1
0
lj(t)dt ,
respectively. Note that the pair of (ci, bi)’s define a quadrature rule and that, for
appropriate ci’s, this rule may be a Gaussian-like quadrature, for instance, Gauss-
Legendre, Gauss-Lobatto, Radau or Chebyschev.
Now, for the sake of simplicity and independently on the method, we will use the
same notation for the nodal coefficients. We define for spRK and sG, respectively,
aij :=
∫ ci
0
lj(t)dt and aij :=
dlj
dt
∣∣∣
ci
.
Moreover, for spRK, we will also use the nodal weights and coefficients (b¯j , a¯ij)
given by Equation (2) and, for sG, the source and target coefficients
αj := lj(0) and βj := lj(1) .
Finally, if L denotes a Lagrangian from Rn × Rn to R, then we define
Pi :=
∂L
∂q˙
∣∣∣
i
=
∂L
∂q˙
∣∣∣
(Qi,Q˙i)
and P˙i :=
∂L
∂q
∣∣∣
i
=
∂L
∂q
∣∣∣
(Qi,Q˙i)
,
where (Qi, Q˙i) are couples of micro-nodes and micro-velocities given by each method.
Besides, Di will stand for the partial derivative with respect to the i-th component.
3.1. Symplectic-Partitioned Runge-Kutta Methods. Although the variational
derivation of spRK methods in the framework of Geometric Mechanics is an already
known fact (see Marsden and West [2001] for an “intrinsic” derivation, as the cur-
rent, or Hairer et al. [2010] for a “constrained” one), we present it here again in
order to ease the comprehension of and the comparison with sG methods below.
Given a point q0 ∈ R
n and vectors {Q˙i}i=1,...,s ⊂ R
n, we define the polynomial
curves
Q˙(t) :=
s∑
j=1
lj(t/h)Q˙j and Q(t) := q0 + h
s∑
j=1
∫ t/h
0
lj(τ)dτQ˙j .
We have
Q˙i = Q˙(h · ci) and Qi := Q(h · ci) = q0 + h
s∑
j=1
aijQ˙j .
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Note that the polynomial curve Q is uniquely determined by q0 and {Q˙i}i=1,...,s.
In fact, it is the unique polynomial curve Q of degree s such that Q(0) = q0 and
Q˙(h · ci) = Q˙i. However, if we define the configuration point
(6) q1 := Q(h · 1) = q0 + h
s∑
j=1
bjQ˙j
and consider it fixed, then Q is uniquely determined by q0, q1 and the Q˙i’s but one.
Namely, take any 1 ≤ i0 ≤ s such that bi0 6= 0 and fix it, then
Q˙i0 =
(
q1 − q0
h
−
∑
j 6=i0
bjQ˙j
)
/bi0
and we obtain the following relations that will be useful in what comes next
∂(Qi, Qi0)
∂(q0, Qj, q1)
=
(
0 δji 0
− 1
hbi0
−
bj
bi0
1
hbi0
)
, i, j 6= i0.
We now define the multi-vector discrete Lagrangian
Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) := h
s∑
i=1
biL(Qi, Q˙i) .
Although not explicitly stated, it also depends on q0. The two-point discrete La-
grangian is then
Ld(q0, q1) := ext
Ps([0,h],Rn,q0,q1)
Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s)
where Ps([0, h],Rn, q0, q1) is the space of polynomials Q of order s from [0, 1] to
R
n such that Q(0) = q0 and Q(h) = q1 and the vectors Q˙i’s determine such
polynomials as discussed above. The extremal is realized by a polynomial Q ∈
Ps([0, h],Rn, q0, q1) such that
(7) δLd(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) · (δQ˙1, . . . , δQ˙s) = 0
for any variations (δQ˙1, . . . , δQ˙s), taking into account that
δq0 = δq1 = 0 and δQ˙i0 =
∑
j 6=i0
∂Q˙i0
∂Q˙j
δQ˙j .
For convenience, the previous equation is developed afterwards.
By the momenta-matching rule (5), we have that
−p0 = D1Ld(q0, q1)
= Di0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s)∂Q˙i0/∂q0 +Dq0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s)
= −Di0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s)/(hbi0) +Dq0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) ,
p1 = D2Ld(q0, q1)
= Di0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s)∂Q˙i0/∂q1
= Di0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s)/(hbi0) .
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where Dq0 stands for the partial derivative with respect to q0. Combining both
equations, we obtain that
Di0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) = hbi0p1 and p1 = p0 +Dq0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) .
Coming back to Equation (7), we have that
δLd(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) · (δQ˙1, . . . , δQ˙s) =
=
∑
j 6=i0
DjLd(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s)δQ˙j +Di0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s)δQ˙i0
=
∑
j 6=i0
(
DjLd(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) +
∂Q˙i0
∂Q˙j
Di0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s)
)
δQ˙j .
Therefore, for j 6= i0, we have that
DjLd(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) = bj/bi0 ·Di0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) .
Thus, for any j = 1, . . . , s, we have that
(8) DjLd(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) = hbjp1 .
The integrator is defined by
DjLd(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) = hbjp1 ,(9a)
q1 = q0 + h
s∑
j=1
bjQ˙j ,(9b)
p1 = p0 +Dq0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) .(9c)
Besides, using the definition of the discrete Lagrangian, we have
DjLd(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) = h
s∑
i=1
bi
(
∂L
∂q
∣∣∣
i
∂Qi
∂Q˙j
+
∂L
∂q˙
∣∣∣
i
∂Q˙i
∂Q˙j
)
= h2
s∑
i=1
biaijP˙i + hbjPj ,
Dq0Ld(Q˙1, . . . , Q˙s) = h
s∑
i=1
bi
(
∂L
∂q
∣∣∣
i
∂Qi
∂q0
+
∂L
∂q˙
∣∣∣
i
∂Q˙i
∂q0
)
= h
s∑
i=1
biP˙i .
Therefore, we may write
Pj = p0 + h
s∑
i=1
bi(1− aij/bj)P˙i = p0 + h
s∑
i=1
a¯jiP˙i ,
p1 = p0 + h
s∑
i=1
biP˙i = p0 + h
s∑
i=1
b¯iP˙i ,
were a¯ij and b¯i are given by Equation (2).
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In summary, we have recovered all the equations that define the spRK integrator
without forces, Equation (1) and (2), that is
q1 =q0 + h
s∑
j=1
bjQ˙j , p1 =p0 + h
s∑
j=1
b¯jP˙j ,(10a)
Qi =q0 + h
s∑
j=1
aijQ˙j , Pi =p0 + h
s∑
j=1
a¯ijP˙j ,(10b)
Pi =
∂L
∂q˙
(Qi, Q˙i) , P˙i =
∂L
∂q˙
(Qi, Q˙i) .(10c)
3.2. Symplectic Galerkin Methods (of 0th kind). Galerkin methods are a
class of methods to transform a problem given by a continuous operator (such as a
differential operator) to a discrete problem. As such, spRK methods falls into the
scope of this technique and could be also classified as “symplectic Galerkin” methods
(of 1st kind). However, we want to stress here the difference between what is called
spRK and what we here refer as sG. The wording should not be confused by the
one used in Marsden and West [2001].
Given points {Qi}i=1,...,s ⊂ R
n, we define the polynomial curves
Q(t) :=
s∑
j=1
lj(t/h)Qj and Q˙(t) :=
1
h
s∑
j=1
l˙j(t/h)Qj .
We have
Qi = Q(h · ci) and Q˙i := Q˙(h · ci) =
1
h
s∑
j=1
aijQj .
Note that the polynomial curve Q is uniquely determined by the points {Qi}i=1,...,s.
In fact, it is the unique polynomial curve Q of degree s such that Q(h · ci) = Qi.
However, if we define the configuration points
(11) q0 := Q(h · 0) =
s∑
j=1
αjQj and q1 := Q(h · 1) =
s∑
j=1
βjQj
and consider them fixed, then Q is uniquely determined by q0, q1 and the Qi’s but
a couple. For instance, we may consider Q1 and Qs as functions of the others, since
the relations (11) define a system of linear equations where the coefficient matrix
has determinant γ := α1βs − αsβ1 6= 0 (if and only if c1 6= cs). More precisely,(
Q1
Qs
)
=
1
γ
(
βs −αs
−β1 α1
)(
q0 −
∑s−1
j=2 α
jQj
q1 −
∑s−1
j=2 β
jQj
)
,
from where we obtain the following relations that will be useful in what comes next
∂(Q1, Qi, Qs)
∂(q0, Qj , q1)
=
1
γ

 βs αsβj − αjβs −αs0 γδji 0
−β1 αjβ1 − α1βj α1

 , i, j = 2, . . . , s− 1.
We will also take into account that
∂Q˙i
∂(q0, Qj, q1)
=
1
h
s∑
k=1
aik
∂Qk
∂(q0, Qj, q1)
, i = 1, . . . , s, j = 2, . . . , s− 1.
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We now define the multi-point discrete Lagrangian
Ld(Q1, . . . , Qs) := h
s∑
i=1
biL(Qi, Q˙i) .
The two-point discrete Lagrangian is then
Ld(q0, q1) := ext
Ps([0,h],Rn,q0,q1)
Ld(Q1, . . . , Qs)
where Ps([0, h],Rn, q0, q1) is the space of polynomials Q of order s from [0, 1] to
R
n such that the points Qi’s determine such polynomials as discussed above. The
extremal is realized by a polynomial Q ∈ Ps([0, h],Rn, q0, q1) such that
(12) δLd(Q1, . . . , Qs) · (δQ1, . . . , δQs) = 0
for any variations (δQ1, . . . , δQs), taking into account that
δq0 = δq1 = 0 and δQi =
s−1∑
j=2
∂Qi
∂Qj
δQj , i = 1, s.
For convenience, the previous equation is developed afterwards.
By the momenta-matching rule (5), we have that
−p0 = D1Ld(q0, q1)
=
s∑
j=1
DjLd(Q1, . . . , Qs)
∂Qj
∂q0
= βs/γ ·D1Ld(Q1, . . . , Qs)− β
1/γ ·DsLd(Q1, . . . , Qs)
p1 = D2Ld(q0, q1)
=
s∑
j=1
DjLd(Q1, . . . , Qs)
∂Qj
∂q1
= −αs/γ ·D1Ld(Q1, . . . , Qs) + α
1/γ ·DsLd(Q1, . . . , Qs)
By a linear transformation of both equations, we obtain
D1Ld(Q1, . . . , Qs) = −α
1p0 + β
1p1 and
DsLd(Q1, . . . , Qs) = −α
sp0 + β
sp1 .
Coming back to Equation (12), we have that
δLd(Q1, . . . , Qs) · (δQ1, . . . , δQs) =
= D1Ld(Q1, . . . , Qs)δQ1 +
s−1∑
j=2
DjLd(Q1, . . . , Qs)δQj +DsLd(Q1, . . . , Qs)δQs
=
s−1∑
j=2
[
D1Ld(Q1, . . . , Qs)
∂Q1
∂Qj
+DjLd(Q1, . . . , Qs) +DsLd(Q1, . . . , Qs)
∂Qs
∂Qj
]
δQj
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Therefore, for j = 2, . . . , s− 1, we obtain
γDjLd = (α
jβs − αsβj)D1Ld + (α
1βj − αjβ1)DsLd
= (αjβs − αsβj)(−α1p0 + β
1p1) + (α
1βj − αjβ1)(−αsp0 + β
sp1)
= (α1βs − αsβ1)(−αjp0 + β
jp1) .
Thus, for any j = 1, . . . , s, we have that
(13) DjLd(Q1, . . . , Qs) = −α
jp0 + β
jp1 .
The integrator is defined by
DjLd(Q1, . . . , Qs) = −α
jp0 + β
jp1 , j = 1, . . . , s;(14a)
q0 =
s∑
j=1
αjQj and q1 =
s∑
j=1
βjQj(14b)
Besides, using the definition of the discrete Lagrangian, we have
DjLd(Q1, . . . , Qs) = h
s∑
i=1
bi
(
∂L
∂q
∣∣∣
i
∂Qi
∂Q˙j
+
∂L
∂q˙
∣∣∣
i
∂Q˙i
∂Q˙j
)
= hbjP˙j +
s∑
j=1
biaijPi .
Therefore, we may simply write
hbjP˙j +
s∑
j=1
biaijPi = −α
jp0 + β
jp1 .
In summary and for a proper comparison, we write the equations that define the
sG integrator (without forces) in a pRK fashion, that is
q0 =
s∑
j=1
αjQj , q1 =
s∑
j=1
βjQj ,(15a)
Qi =
1
h
s∑
j=1
aijQj , P˙i =
βip1 − α
ip0
hb¯i
+
1
h
s∑
j=1
a¯ijPj ,(15b)
Pi =
∂L
∂q˙
(Qi, Q˙i) , P˙i =
∂L
∂q˙
(Qi, Q˙i) ,(15c)
where biaij + b¯j a¯ji = 0 and bi = b¯j .
We remark that Equation (13) generalizes the ones obtained in Campos et al.
[2012b], Leok [2004], where the collocation times are chosen such that c1 = 0 and
cs = 1, which is a rather particular case.
4. Relations between spRK and sG
First of all, it is worth to say that, with a little bit of extra technicalities, one
can easily include forces into both schemes. As a result, one would only need to
redefine in (10) and (15)
P˙i =
∂L
∂q˙
(Qi, Q˙i) + f(Qi, Q˙i) ,
where f : (q, q˙) ∈ Rn × Rn 7→ p = f(q, q˙) ∈ Rn is the external force.
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Both methods can be considered of Galerkin type. In this sense, spRK and
sG could be refereed as a symplectic Galerkin integrators of 1st and 0th kind,
respectively, since spRK is derived from the 1st derivative of an extremal polynomial
and sG from the polynomial itself. At this point, a very natural question could
arise: Actually are spRK and sG two different integrator schemes? Even though the
derivations of both methods are quite similar, they are in general different (although
they could coincide for particular choices of the Lagrangian, the collocation times
and the integral quadrature). A weak but still fair argument for this is that, at
each step, spRK relies on the determination of the micro-velocities Q˙i, while sG
does so on the micro-nodes Qi. All the other “variables” are then computed form
the determined micro-data.
With respect to the accuracy of the schemes, for any Gaussian quadrature (Gauss-
Legendre, Gauss-Lobatto, Radau and Chebyschev) and any method (spRK and sG),
the schemes have convergence order 2s − 2, expect for the combination of Gauss-
Lobatto together with spRK which is 2s, being s the number of internal stages.
spRK sG
micro-data Q˙i Qi
polynomial degree s s− 1
variational eq.’s s+ 1 s
extra equations 1 2
quadrature
Gauss-Legendre 2s 2s− 2
Gauss-Lobatto 2s− 2 2s− 2
Radau 2s− 2 2s− 2
Chebyschev 2s− 2 2s− 2
order method
Table 1. Comparison of s-stage variational integrators.
Let’s finish underlying that sG, as spRK, is inherently symplectic.
5. Conclusions
In this work, by revisiting the variational derivation of spRKmethods Hairer et al.
[2010], Marsden and West [2001], we have presented a new class of higher order
variational integrators within the family of Galerkin schemes. These integrators are
symplectic per construction and, therefore, well suited for long term simulations,
where the higher order accuracy of the schemes can be exploited to reduce the over-
all computational cost. Also, they can be easily adapted to implement constraints or
symmetry reduction Campos et al. [2012a], Iglesias et al. [2008], Marsden and West
[2001] or, together with an NLP solver, to integrate optimal control problems
Campos et al. [2012b], Ober-Blöbaum et al. [2011].
For the future, the sG schemes deserves a proper analysis to establish the actual
differences with respect to spRK schemes and results the convergence rates. And to
further take advantage of the high accuracy of the methods, we envisage to design
time adaptive algorithms. Joint work with O. Junge (TUM), S. Ober-Blöbaum
(UPB) and E. Trélat (CNRS-UPMC) on the control direction has already started
in order to generalize Campos et al. [2012b] and clarify some aspects of Hager [2000].
As well, we have begun digging along the lines of constrained systems and higher
order Lagrangians.
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